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By the end of this session you should be able to: 

• articulate the purpose of core and optional 
activities in ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022);

• explain how optional activities provide 
just-in-time supports to accelerate learning 
for all students and build knowledge for the 
section diagnostics and culminating task; and 

• use core activity supports and incorporate 
optional activities to support all learners in 
achieving unit goals.

Session Objectives
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Participant Guide

Please follow along with the presentation by:

• Taking notes on the Participant Guide; and

• Asking questions in the chat.

 

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
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Agenda

1. Overview of Updated Evaluation Plan

2. Overview of Core and Optional Activities 

3. Selecting and Incorporating Core Activity Supports and Optional Activities 
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3-5 Assessment Plan Updates

Previous Embedded Assessments 2022 Assessment Plan

● Cold Read Task
● Extension Task
● Culminating Writing Task

● Monitor
○ Lesson Look-fors

● Diagnose
○ Section Diagnostics

● Evaluate
○ Culminating Task
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In the updated evaluation plan, teachers:

• monitor students’ understanding daily using lesson look-fors.

• diagnose students’ needs in each section using section diagnostics.

• evaluate student performance at the end of the unit with the culminating task.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Evaluation Plan

In order to determine how the 
core and optional activities 
connect to the overall unit goal 
and include just-in-time support to 
accelerate student learning, let’s 
begin with the end in mind by 
locating the evaluation plan for the 
unit, Because of Winn-Dixie.
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Take the next few minutes to explore the evaluation plan for Because of Winn-Dixie, or a unit 
of your choosing, on the Louisiana Curriculum Hub, or in the paper copies. Then use Part I of 
your participant guide to capture your thoughts on the questions below:  

Answer the following questions with the participants around you:

● What knowledge and skills do students need to be successful on the culminating task?

● How are the section diagnostics connected to the culminating task?

Evaluation Plan

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
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Because of Winn-Dixie’s Culminating Task: 

In this guidebook unit, students read Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo and a series of 
related texts to explore the question: Why is it important to have friends that are different 
from us? Students express their understanding of how the friendship that Opal builds 
throughout the anchor text develops the theme of the story.

Let’s Discuss Part I of the Participant Guide: 

● What knowledge and skills do students need to be successful on the culminating task?

● How are the section diagnostics connected to the culminating task?

Let’s Discuss
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Agenda

1. Overview of Updated Evaluation Plan

2. Overview of Core and Optional Activities

3. Selecting and Incorporating Core Activity Supports and Optional Activities 
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Personalized Learning

“Personalized learning in literacy education is an approach in which 
teaching and other learning experiences build on each student’s strengths, 

address each student’s needs, spur student motivation and agency, and 
help all students meet grade-level standards and, ultimately, achieve 

college and career readiness (pg 6).”

Liben, M., and Pimentel, S.
“Reading as Liberation—An Examination of the Research Base” 

Student Achievement Partners, 2021
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Core and Optional Activities

● Each updated ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) 
unit contains core and optional activities 
that build the necessary knowledge, skills, 
and habits that students need to be 
successful on the culminating task.

● Core activities are indicated by blue, solid 
circles, while optional activities reflect open, 
white circles.

● Teachers make instructional decisions about 
core and optional activities based on their 
students’ needs in order to include 
just-in-time supports to accelerate learning.
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Take the next few minutes to explore Section 1, Lesson 1 of the Because of Winn-Dixie unit. 
Then, use Part II of your participant guide to capture your thoughts about the questions 
below: 

● What just-in-time supports are included in core and optional activities? 

● How do these activities support students on the section diagnostic?

● How do these activities support students in achieving the unit goal?

Core and Optional Activities

https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/grade-3/d3/section-1/lesson-1
https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
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Agenda

1. Overview of Updated Evaluation Plan

2. Overview of Core and Optional Activities

3. Selecting and Incorporating Core Activity Supports and Optional Activities 
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Section Diagnostics

● Each section includes diagnostic 
checklists with exemplars in order for 
teachers to consistently monitor 
student progress.

● Teachers use data collected from the 
section diagnostics to determine 
optional activities and just-in-time 
supports to accelerate learning as 
students work toward the culminating 
task.  
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Section Diagnostic Data Collection Tool

Each section includes a section diagnostic checklist with reading and writing look-fors or 
reading and discussion look-fors. With a small group, take a few minutes to examine the 
tools from the list below: 

● Because of Winn-Dixie Section 1 Diagnostic Written Response Checklist

● Because of Winn-Dixie Section 4 Diagnostic Discussion Checklist

After your assigned tool is reviewed, answer the questions in Part III of your participant 
guide. 

A section Diagnostic Data Collection Tool can also be utilized after evaluating each student’s 
understanding in order to inform instructional decisions. 

https://ldoe-uploads-production.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/3D3_S1_L3_A8_SD_TF.pdf
https://ldoe-uploads-production.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/3D3_S4_L4_A4_SD_TF.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1rgP0QQuTQqe3EiZ2ICsiblgaVpRz4PfxuVBgYpHsfTc/copy
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Because of Winn-Dixie Section 1 Diagnostic Data

Let’s review the data listed in Part IV of your participant guide. 

● What do you notice and wonder about this data?

● How can teachers use this data to inform instructional decisions?

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
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Choosing Core Supports and Optional Activities

Take a few minutes to preview the 
activities in Section Two, Lesson One of 
Because of Winn-Dixie. Based on this 
data, answer the following questions in 
your participant guide:

● What core activity in the moment 
supports in section two, lesson one 
would you include? Why?

● What optional activities in section 
two, lesson one would you include 
to accelerate student learning? 
Why?

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
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Let’s review this next set of data in order to 
select lessons and activities in Section Two, 
Lesson One to address skills. Based on this 
data, answer the following questions in 
your participant guide:

● What types of activities will you look 
for in the Section Two Lessons to 
address the data shown here referring 
to skills?

  

Choosing Core Supports and Optional Activities

https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1m2Q4BY0JiFuqvJEAeG0HRaQvhjhW5t4OlqvCwJos2Kw/copy
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Respond to the following question to reflect on our work:

● How does the process we just experienced support teachers in making instructional 
decisions to accelerate learning for all learners?

Let’s Reflect
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By the end of this session you should be able to: 

• articulate the purpose of core and optional 
activities in ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022);

• explain how optional activities provide 
just-in-time supports to accelerate learning 
for all students and build knowledge for the 
section diagnostics and culminating task; and 

• use core activity supports and incorporate 
optional activities to support all learners in 
achieving unit goals.

Session Objectives
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Share out:

● Something you learned today

● One change you commit to making in 
your practice

Let’s Capture Our Learning
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ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022)

Resources for the ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) updates:

• ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) Overview
• TWR Writing Progression Table

Next Steps:

• Review updated units on The Louisiana Curriculum Hub.
• Systems decide which Level 1 and Level 2 unit to 

implement for grades 3-5. There is only one Level 3 unit 
available at this time. 

• Secure texts and materials for the selected units from 
American Reading Company and XanEdu. 

• Provide or attend professional development for the 
2022 updates. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ITnSTeG4BGi4XRlb8as4pDEMu4dukT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e8pz2yTl2Xo2nnIgAvThbbHndGnb7jJz/view?usp=sharing
https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/
https://www.americanreading.com/louisiana-doe/
https://www.xanedu.com/k-12/solutions/ela-guidebooks
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Questions
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Contact ELA Guidebooks
elaguidebooks@la.gov 

mailto:elaguidebooks@la.gov

